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•	 Be	 sympathetic	 to	 the	historic	nature	of	 the	 site	and	 its	 surroundings,	 including	 the	 Taplow	
Riverside and Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Areas, and any remains of archaeological 
importance.

•	 Preserve,	and	where	possible	enhance,	the	character	and	appearance	of	the	riverside	setting,	
including views to and from the site.

•	 Protect,	conserve	and	where	possible	enhance	Maidenhead	Bridge	and	Glen	Island	House,	and	
their respective settings.

•	 Deliver	a	net	gain	in	biodiversity	resources	and	avoid	unacceptable	impacts	on	the	nearby	South	
Lodge Pit SSSI.

•	 Provide	an	acceptable	means	of	access	into	the	site,	and	minimise	the	impact	of	the	new	traffic	
generated on the A4 Bath Road.

•	 Improve	public	access	to	the	River	Thames	through	a	new	riverside	walk	with	a	new	footbridge	
provided across the Thames to Maidenhead in the vicinity of Boulters Lock, unless demonstrated 
not to be feasible or viable.

•	 Ensure	 that	 there	 is	 no	 net	 loss	 of	 jobs,	 based	 upon	 the	 former	 range	 of	 activities	 on	 this	
Opportunity Site (circa 200 jobs).

•	 Guide	 new	 development	 towards	 areas	 of	 lowest	 flood	 risk	within	 the	 site,	with	 only	water	
compatible development in Flood Zone 3b, with all other development in Flood Zone 2, with 
the exception of the redevelopment of the Skindles site (partly Flood Zone 3a) for a hotel.

•	 Adhere	to	the	minimum	requirements	set	out	in	the	Level	2	Strategic	Flood	Risk	assessment	for	
the site, which will include demonstrating a measurable reduction in the risk of flooding as a 
result of the development.

•	 Minimise	 the	 risk	 of	 groundwater	 pollution	 through	 the	mitigation	 of	 the	 effects	 of	 historic	
contamination.

•	 Incorporate	decentralised	and	renewable	or	low	carbon	technologies	(for	example,	combined	
heat and power, or potentially water power), unless it is clearly demonstrated that this is not 
viable or feasible. This should ensure that at least 10% of the energy needs for the development 
are secured from these sources, in accordance with Core Policy 12.

•	 Demonstrate,	prior	 to	 the	granting	of	planning	permission,	 that	 the	necessary	 infrastructure	
can be put in place within agreed timescales.

A Development Brief must be produced for the site by the landowners / developers, in conjunction with 
the Council, prior to a planning application being submitted. The Development Brief will be adopted 
as a Supplementary Planning Document.

4.3.3 Mill Lane Taplow Supplementary Planning Document
A Development Brief for the regeneration of the Mill Lane Opportunity Site was adopted by South 
Bucks District Council as a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) in July 2013. The SPD re-
iterates Core Policy 15, and goes on to state that future redevelopment of the Mill Lane Opportunity 
Site should be conservation-led, ensuring that:

i. Development proposals on the Skindles Hotel respect and enhance the setting of the Grade 1 
listed Maidenhead Bridge and make a positive contribution to Taplow Riverside and Maidenhead 
Riverside Conservation Areas.

ii. Glen Island House is restored, and the setting of this Grade II listed building is enhanced.
iii. Mill Island House and Dunloe Lodge are restored, and the setting of these buildings enhanced.
iv. Driftwood Cottage and the Boathouse on Taplow Investments land are retained.
v. The new footbridge over the Thames is sensitively designed, ensuring that it makes a positive 

contribution to the Taplow Riverside and Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Areas.
vi. More generally, future development on the site preserves and enhances views to and from 

Maidenhead Bridge, Taplow Riverside Conservation Area, Maidenhead Riverside Conservation 
Area and Taplow Court.

vii. Archaeological remains are identified and their significance recognised (by public displays) and 
conserved.

4.3.4 Taplow Riverside Conservation Area Character Appraisal
The Taplow Riverside Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2007) notes that the Mill site presents 
a major opportunity to enhance the northern zone of the conservation area whilst preserving its 
special character.

4.3.5 Taplow Conservation Area Character Appraisal
The Taplow Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2007) notes that Taplow’s wooded hillside 
location makes a significant contribution to its character, and its terrain affects views in, out and 
across the conservation area. The views westwards and southwards from the Saxon mound across 
and along the Jubilee and Thames Rivers are identified as important.

4.3.6 Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area Appraisal
The Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area Appraisal (2010) notes that views into and from the 
conservation area are one of the most significant features of the area. The River Thames is the 
fundamental natural landmark within the area. The width of the river allows for extensive views in 
and out of the conservation area to the east; views eastwards from the Maidenhead bank looking 
out, and westwards from the Taplow Riverside looking in are identified as significant.
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5.0 Assessment of the proposals

5.1 Outline of the proposals
As detailed in the Introduction, the design of the Proposed Development has evolved as a Masterplan 
intended to come forward in phases, and comprises three applications for planning permission, 
identified as ‘A’ (full site), ‘C’ (footbridge) and ‘D’ (commercial space and associated works).

The ES and this Heritage Statement also refer to Application B which was an application for Listed 
Building consent for the conversion of the Grade II listed Glen Island House into 2 two storey 
dwellings and 2 apartments. That application  was approved subject to conditions by notice dated 
18th December 2014 (14/01715/LBC (06/01/2015)).

Select illustrations of these proposals are provided in this report, but for a complete account of 
the proposals please see the Design & Access Statement by Berkeley Homes together with the 
supporting drawings and other reports.

The works proposed under each application are as follows:

a. Full site

Application A establishes the strategic approach to the Site as a whole, as well as putting forward 
detailed proposals for most of the development. The design of the Proposed Development responds 
to the heritage constraints outlined in Chapters 3.0 and 4.0 by adopting different characters to suit 
the different areas across the Site. The principal elements would comprise:

•	 The	demolition	of	all	 the	existing	paper	mill	buildings,	and	their	replacement	with	Jubilee	
Riverside North: two apartment blocks (‘Jubilee Mill’ and ‘Jubilee Wharf’), of four and five 
storeys respectively, together with two short three-storey terraces (‘Jubilee Terrace’ and 
‘Jubilee Mews’), all orientated to create open view corridors and visual connections along the 
old mill races towards the Jubilee Relief River. The blocks would be angled to create pockets 
of landscape along a new public riverside walk, and to minimise any shading of the river. The 
location of the buildings, against the eastern boundary has been carefully devised to retain 
the mature trees which would act to screen the blocks in views across the Thames from the 
Maidenhead riverbank to the west. The height of the apartment blocks would allow them to 
have a much reduced footprint in comparison to the present mill buildings. The proposed new 
buildings have been designed in a Victorian style to create a narrative linked to the historic 
uses of the Site and to complement the retained buildings. The apartment blocks reference 
19th century mill and wharf architecture, whilst the two terraces to the north would have a 
more domestic appearance, and (at c.9m tall) would mediate between the taller blocks and 
Glen Island House and its former Stables. The apartment blocks offer a significant reduction in 

height over the refused scheme, whilst their penthouse storeys would be set back to minimise 
their visual bulk. Similarly, the second-floor level of the terraces would be configured as attic 
storeys with dormers, thus minimising their visual bulk whilst also referencing the roofscapes 
of Glen Island House and the Stable Block.

•	 The	demolition	of	 the	modern	warehouses	on	 the	 former	Severnside	 site	 adjacent	 to	 the	
Jubilee Relief River to the south and east of Mill Lane, and the development of the site with 
Jubilee Riverside South: an area with more of a village feel comprising predominantly 3-storey 
houses (in large part configured as 2½ storeys) inspired by the turn-of-the-century villas that 
characterise the wider area. The height of the houses has been reduced (from those originally 
proposed under the refused scheme) from between 11.5 and 13.5m to below 9.5m, to comply 
with the Mill Lane SPD.

•	 The	demolition	of	the	former	Skindles	Hotel	building	at	the	Site’s	south-western	corner,	and	
its replacement with a new restaurant building with riverside houses extending northwards 
from it. A further residential building on the eastern side of Mill Lane would mirror the 
restaurant building, creating a visual pinch point at the entrance to Mill Lane (in line with its 
proposed conversion to a one-way entrance), and re-establishing the historic duality of the old 
Skindles Hotel, which occupied buildings on both sides of the road. These elements adopt a 
restrained, astylar form that draws on neo-classical influences, and which has been conceived 
to provide an appropriate setting for the Grade I listed Maidenhead Bridge to the south west. 
The riverside houses would have ‘open’ gables to allude to the boathouse aesthetic, and they 
also draw upon the projecting bays and balconies common to older riverside properties.

•	 The	creation	of	a	senior	living	and	shared-ownership	complex	on	the	eastern	side	of	Mill	Lane,	
to the north of the Windrush car dealership. The design of the development draws upon the 
brick vernacular buildings of the area including many of the houses in Taplow, as well as 
echoing the Salters’ Almshouses in Maidenhead.

•	 The	retention	and	refurbishment	of	a	number	of	historic	buildings	–	Glen	Island	House	(the	
listed building for which listed building consent is sought) and its Stable Block, Mill Island 
House, Mill Island Cottage and No. 5 Mill Lane – that reflect the turn-of-the-century character 
of the Taplow riverside. The return of these buildings to their original residential use would 
include their restoration as well as the removal of detracting 20th century accretions. They 
would further benefit from the landscaping of their former gardens to return them closer to 
their historic character as open lawns fringed by groups of trees. Dunloe Lodge is beyond 
repair, but it would be reconstructed, essentially in facsimile externally but with some minor 
changes, resulting in the general reinstatement of its historic appearance and visual role along 
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1. Proposed Skindles Restaurant

2. Proposed Skindles Riverside Houses

3. Proposed Gatehouse Apartments

4. Proposed Skindles Senior Living and Shared-Ownership 
Complex

5. 5 Mill Lane; converted into a single dwelling

6. Proposed Offices

7. Proposed ‘Boathouse’

8. Meadow

9. Dunloe Lodge; reconstructed as a single dwelling

10. Proposed Jubilee Riverside South Houses

11. Mill Island House; converted into three dwellings

12. Mill Island Cottage; converted into a single dwelling

13. The Power House; converted into four dwellings

14. Glen Island House; converted into four apartments

15. Glen Island Stables; converted into four dwellings

16. Proposed Jubilee Riverside North Apartment Blocks

17. Proposed Jubilee Riverside North Terraces

18. Proposed Thames Pedestrian Bridge
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the riverfront including its prominent chimneystacks, as well as re-establishing its original 
single family residential use. In addition, the mill’s former Power House would be refurbished 
as further dwellings.

B. Glen island house

Application B is for listed building consent in respect of Glen Island House for the proposed removal 
of modern external accretions and internal alterations to provide four residential units. The internal 
works have been revised (from those originally proposed under the refused scheme) in order to 
address English Heritage’s concerns, particularly in respect of the subdivision of the entrance hall.

C. Footbridge

Application C is for the construction of a new pedestrian bridge over the Thames linking the northern 
part of the Site with Ray Mill Island and the Maidenhead riverbank. The design of the bridge has 
been revised (from that originally proposed under the refused scheme) to offer an improved, more 
graceful aesthetic that will enhance the character and appearance of this important location.

d. Gas works site

The principal elements of Application D comprise the development of the former Gas Works site 
between the Thames and Mill Lane to provide a new office building and ‘boathouse’ – taking as 
their inspiration the Old Boathouse a little to the north – together with car parking and associated 
landscaping.

As discussed in the Introduction, National Grid is currently decommissioning the former Maidenhead 
Gas Holder with the intention of incorporating this land within the overall development. Those 
works will be the subject of a separate application (Application E), which will to be submitted 
shortly. That being the case, and having regard to the ambition and objectives of the adopted SPD 
for the Mill Lane Taplow Opportunity Area, this Heritage Statement reports the assessment of the 
comprehensive Masterplan approach including the development proposed for Application for 
Application E. The proposed application will be a full application for planning permission for the 
demolition of the existing gasholder and associated structures and restoration of the land and the 
construction of new dwellings with landscaping and associated works.

For purposes of the assessment reported in the ES and this Heritage Statement, we have simply 
assumed that the National Grid land would also deliver the same number as this was the case with 
the previous ES (November 2014) which accompanied the 2014 Applications for the site. In total, 
therefore for the purposes of the assessment we expect the ‘Masterplan Development’ to  deliver 
211 dwellings which will include 40 senior living and 20 Shared Ownership apartments, a restaurant, 
improvements to existing boatyard, improved areas of open space and public access to both the 
River Thames and Jubilee River, retention and refurbishment of historic buildings, commercial 
space, public car park and a footbridge over the Thames from Mill Island to Ray Mill Island. 

5.2 Assessment of impacts on designated heritage assets

5.2.1 Impact on Taplow Riverside Conservation Area
As already discussed much of the Site lies within the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area, and thus 
all elements of the Proposed Development, both within the area and beyond its boundary, have 
the potential to affect the character and appearance and/or setting of the conservation area. This 
section considers these effects on an element-by-element basis, starting with those within the 
conservation area and then discussing those beyond its boundary. More detailed assessments of 
the effect of the Proposed Development on the fabric and settings of individual buildings within 
the conservation area are contained in subsequent sections.

Skindles Restaurant, houses & the eastern apartment building

Whilst the existing Skindles building is considered to make a positive contribution to the character of 
the conservation area, that contribution is largely in respect of its historical interest; its architectural 
value has been much compromised by modern alterations and accretions, and its condition 
precludes its use, and thus in some respects it detracts. Due to its extremely dilapidated condition 
its replacement has been accepted in principle, subject to a suitable scheme for its replacement. As 
the overall design for this part of the site evolved during the course of the project it was decided 
that, given the suburban and varied nature of the surroundings, the most suitable approach was to 
create quiet variety along the riverbank and let the bridge remain the main element in views.

The architectural language of the proposed new restaurant and residential buildings has been 
conceived to be sympathetic to the historic character of the Taplow riverbank, bringing this part 
of the Site back into use, and restoring vitality to the riverside. The approach has been to adopt 
a restrained, astylar form for the restaurant building which draws on neo-classical influences. 
Meanwhile bricks and dressings of a very high quality would be used, in order to impart a fitting 
character to this relatively simple architecture as befits its prominent location. The design is intended 
to allow the Grade I listed Maidenhead Bridge to remain the star in river views, while being a polite 
neighbour to it (as well as to the diverse other styles and forms nearby). The similar building on 
the eastern side of Mill Lane would re-establish the historic duality of the old Skindles Hotel, which 
occupied buildings on both sides of the road. It was also felt that reintroducing this townscape 
feature would create a suitable visual pinch point at the entrance to Mill Lane, which would suit its 
proposed conversion to a one-way entrance, as well as offering a sense of containment to the road 
and parking area to the north, and acting as a partial buffer from the traffic along the Bath Road.

The riverfront loggia of the new restaurant building would be classically-influenced, with columns 
supporting a gracefully proportioned entablature beneath well-detailed glass balustrading. The 
spacing of the columns has been calibrated to provide sufficient visual support to the terrace above, 
whilst allowing large areas of glazing to make the most of the river views and relate the building 
strongly to its wider environment. The glazing of the loggia would be set back behind the columns, 
to maintain the primacy of the loggia form and ensure that the wider built setting of the restaurant 
is not challenged by a prominent glass element. 
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The proposed riverside houses would have ‘open’ gables to allude to the boathouse aesthetic, while 
they also draw upon the projecting bays and balconies common to older riverside properties. They 
would be faced in a traditional light coloured render (rather than a harsh modern finish), with pale 
brick to match the restaurant building.

Despite its positive contribution due to its historical interest, in terms of its visual qualities the 
existing Skindles building detracts from the character and appearance of the Taplow Riverside 
Conservation Area. Its loss is considered acceptable when set against the visual enhancement of 
the conservation area that the new buildings would deliver, together with the return of this part 
of the Site to a sustainable use, the re-animation of the waterfront and the re-establishment of the 
historic duality of Skindles on both sides of Mill Lane.

It is proposed to remove the small area of historic paving on Mill Lane, just to the east of the 
southern end of Skindles. The limited historic interest of the paving is much diminished by its 
fragmentary nature, and its dislocation from the buildings and their historic functions. Its loss is 
regarded as acceptable when set against the benefits that the regeneration of this part of the Site 
would deliver.

Berkeley Boatyard & offices

As detailed in Chapter 2.0, most of this part of the Site was developed as Maidenhead Gas Works in 
1834. The diversion of the course of Mill Lane eastwards away from the riverfront in c.1893 facilitated 
the expansion of the Gas Works, which was converted to a holder station in 1949 and continued to 
occupy the riverside site until at least 1965, soon after which the present gasholder was constructed 
on the eastern side of Mill Lane. It now comprises unkempt wasteland, which detracts from the 
character and appearance of the conservation area, but is bounded to the east by the late 19th 
century Gas Works wall (except for a gap which is now filled with an unattractive metal fence), 
identified in the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2007:C) as significant. The 
tradition of Taplow boatyards continues with the yard of the Maidenhead Steamboat Navigation 
Co. just to the north of the old Gas Works site.

The proposed new office and ‘boathouse’ buildings would take as their design cue the Old 
Boathouse a little to the north, which was present by 1899. The riverside would be opened up as a 
picnic area for the employees of the new office building, whilst pedestrian links would be provided 
between the riverside and the meadows to the east. The character and appearance of this part of 
the conservation area would thus be enhanced. In the car park to the south, formal tree and shrub 
planting would minimise its impact on the area’s character.

It is proposed to retain that part of the old Gas Works wall enclosing the home of the Maidenhead 
Sea Cadets, but to remove the remainder in order to facilitate the creation of better landscaping 
including a wider area along the riverfront where people can sit on benches, etc. The significance 
of the wall derives primarily from the historical interest of the former use of the site, but that 
significance is somewhat diminished by its alteration in parts, the replacement of a section with 
modern brickwork and a metal fence, and its dislocation from the site’s original buildings and their 

historic functions. The loss of the wall is regarded as acceptable when set against the benefits that 
bringing this part of the Site back into use would deliver.

It is proposed to remove the small area of historic paving to the south west of the former Gas Works 
gateway. The limited historic interest of the paving is much diminished by its fragmentary nature, 
and its dislocation from the original buildings and their historic functions. Its loss is regarded as 
acceptable when set against the benefits that bringing this part of the Site back into use would 
deliver.

As the proposed new offices, ‘boathouse’ and parking would be screened in views from the west 
by an existing eyot, there would be little impact upon the setting of the conservation area in this 
direction.

Jubilee Riverside north

The mill buildings proposed to be demolished on this part of the Site are of no inherent architectural 
interest, and their appearance detracts notably from the character and appearance of the 
conservation area, as well as the settings of Glen Island House and its former Stables, the Power 
House and Mill Island Cottage. Their removal would thus cause no harm to the conservation area.

The proposed new Jubilee Riverside North apartment blocks and terraces that would be erected in 
their place have been designed in a Victorian style to create a narrative linked to the historic uses 
of the Site and to complement the retained buildings. The two apartment blocks (‘Jubilee Mill’ and 
‘Jubilee Wharf’), arranged over four and five storeys respectively, reference 19th century mill and 
wharf architecture, whilst the two short three-storey terraces to the north (‘Jubilee Terrace’ and 
‘Jubilee Mews’) would have a more domestic, ancillary appearance, and (at c.9m tall) would mediate 
between the taller blocks and Glen Island House and its former Stables. The apartment blocks offer 
a significant reduction in height over the refused scheme, whilst their penthouse storeys would 
be set back to minimise their visual bulk. Similarly, the second-floor level of the terraces would be 
configured as attic storeys with dormers, thus minimising their visual bulk whilst also referencing 
the roofscapes of Glen Island House and the Stable Block.

The proposed layout of the blocks would create space around the buildings, allow new views 
through the Site to be opened up, and contribute to the openness of the green belt, as well as 
creating a much more attractive space beside the Jubilee Relief River. The proposals would also 
open up views of the Stables from the south. There would be public access to the landscape and 
through to the new bridge to Boulter’s Lock, allowing greater public appreciation of the buildings 
and landscapes in the conservation area. Meanwhile, the new apartment blocks would not intrude 
into views of the conservation area from the west, as set out in more detail in subsequent sections.

A waterwheel feature at the southern end of Jubilee Mill would reflect and reinterpret the Site’s 
historical use and thus add to public appreciation of local heritage and enhance communal value.

The proposed Jubilee Riverside North apartment blocks and terraces are considered far more 
appropriate, in the context of the predominant character of the conservation area and the setting 
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of Glen Island House and its Stables, than the existing mill buildings. In this regard, therefore, it is 
considered that the proposals would represent an enhancement of the character and appearance 
of the conservation area as a whole.

Thames River Frontage – north

The Thames frontage in the northern part of the Site is characterised by historic buildings set amongst 
lawns and gardens (now much overgrown) forming open spaces along the river that are visible in 
views from the Maidenhead bank. The appearance of the Thames frontage would be enhanced by 
the return of these buildings to their original residential use, which would include their restoration 
as well as the removal of detracting 20th century accretions. It would further benefit from the 
landscaping of their former gardens to return them closer to their historic riverfront character as 
open lawns fringed by groups of trees.

As detailed below, Glen Island House would be carefully restored and converted to four apartments. 
Mill Island House would be fully restored and sympathetically extended to provide three dwellings, 
while retaining the character of the western frontage facing the river. As is discussed in more detail 
below, Dunloe Lodge would be reconstructed, essentially in facsimile externally but with some minor 
changes, to provide a single family residence. This would result in the general reinstatement of its 
historic appearance and visual role along the riverfront, including its distinctive tall chimneystacks. 
These works along the Taplow river frontage would enhance not only the character and appearance 
of the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area, but would also enhance the wider setting of the 
Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area.

Thames pedestrian Bridge

The proposed new pedestrian bridge would land on the eastern riverbank right at the northern 
boundary of the conservation area, and on the western bank on Ray Mill Island.

Whilst the proposed bridge would represent a modern intervention in an undeveloped part of the 
conservation area, it would respond directly to the requirements of the Mill Lane Supplementary 
Planning Document and bring significant public benefits by creating a new access to the northern 
part of the Site from the popular riverside area at Boulter’s Lock. This would encourage public 
appreciation of the historic character of the northern part of the Site, as well as encouraging 
pedestrian access to the bank of the Jubilee Relief River and the open spaces further south, 
enhancing the riverside leisure activities. The new access would thus better reveal the significance 
of both the Taplow and Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Areas. The design of the bridge has 
been revised (from that originally proposed under the refused scheme) to offer an improved, more 
graceful aesthetic that will enhance the character and appearance of this important location.

Skindles Senior living and Shared-ownership Complex

The proposed senior living and shared-ownership complex to the east of the conservation area 
boundary would affect views into and out of the conservation area. However, this part of the 
Site does not at present contribute positively to the conservation area’s importance, comprising 

unkempt wasteland to the rear (north) of the Windrush car dealership. The Proposed Development 
would improve the appearance of this area, and thus the setting of the conservation area from the 
east.

The design of the senior living and shared-ownership complex has been revised to better reflect the 
brick vernacular architecture of the area, including many of the houses in Taplow. It would therefore 
form a suitable addition to the built form of the surrounding area. 

Jubilee Riverside South

The proposed development of Jubilee Riverside South, to the east of the conservation area boundary, 
would affect views into and out of the conservation area. However, this part of the Site does not 
at present contribute positively to the conservation area’s importance, having since at least 1970 
comprised hard landscaping and unsympathetic modern warehouses associated with the Severnside 
paper recycling operation. The Proposed Development would result in the development of this part 
of the Site with predominantly three-storey houses (in large part configured as 2½ storeys) inspired 
by the turn-of-the-century villas that characterise the wider area. The appearance of the area, and 
by extension the setting of the conservation area from the east, would be greatly improved.

Meadow

This area of the Site appears to have remained undeveloped until the late 1960s, when the present 
gasholder and gas meter house were constructed. Most of the area remains as open meadow 
just beyond the conservation area’s eastern boundary, and contributes to the conservation area’s 
significance. Glimpsed views eastwards from Mill Lane are noted in the Taplow Riverside Conservation 
Area Character Appraisal (2007:A). The gasholder and gas meter house detract.

The gasholder and gas meter house would be removed, and the existing meadowland extended 
over their site. Damaged trees would be removed to improve views across the meadow and 
increase visual connectivity to the meadows to the east of the Jubilee Relief River and the Berry Hill 
Registered Park and Garden beyond. Connectivity to the public right of way would be improved, 
and access to riverside walks provided.

The meadowland would enhance the setting of the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area to the east, 
and provide for improved views into and out of it.

overall impact upon the Taplow Riverside Conservation area

As described in Chapters 2.0 and 3.0, the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area is a large and complex 
asset, the character of which derives primarily from the period when the area was a fashionable 
riverside resort. Its most important buildings are the large, detached late-Victorian and Edwardian 
villas with mature planting, which serve as built reminders of the golden age of the Thames. The 
northern third of the conservation area, where the Site is located, has a mixed character, residential 
but mainly commercial, and is dominated by the Thames, which unites it with the remainder of 
the area to the south and generates a feeling of leisure, the use which now prevails on the water. 
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Whilst the buildings of the former paper mill serve as a reminder of the tradition of milling which 
has persisted on the Site for many centuries, the modern industrial buildings and the large areas of 
concrete hardstanding around them detract considerably from the character and appearance of 
the conservation area, as well as the settings of several of the adjacent historic buildings, notably 
Glen Island House, Glen Island Stables and Mill Island Cottage.

The proposals would enhance the character and appearance of the conservation area, by returning 
this part of it to residential use focused on the river, and by maintaining the character of the riverside 
and of Mill Lane. Furthermore, there would be a number of enhancements to the asset’s character 
and appearance including:

•	 the	restoration	of	the	several	historic	riverside	dwellings	to	their	original	residential	use,	and	
enhancement of their landscape settings;

•	 the	 rebuilding	of	 the	derelict	 Skindles	 site	with	 residential	 and	 restaurant	buildings	of	 an	
appropriate character, thus animating the waterfront once more;

•	 the	re-establishment	of	the	historic	duality	of	Skindles	on	both	sides	of	Mill	Lane;

•	 the	 creation	 of	 appropriately	 designed	 new	 residential	 dwellings	 in	 the	 senior	 living	 and	
shared-ownership complex and Jubilee Riverside South;

•	 the	 replacement	 of	 the	 detracting	 mill	 buildings	 with	 the	 new	 development	 of	 Jubilee	
Riverside North, which would reduce the footprint of development and open up new views 
from east to west, in concert with greatly enhanced landscaping in the setting of the Grade II 
listed Glen Island House and its Stable Block; and

•	 the	enhancement	of,	and	provision	of	public	access	to,	the	meadows	in	the	south	east	and	
northern parts of the Site, together with a new pedestrian bridge to Boulter’s Lock, thus 
encouraging much greater public use and appreciation of the riverside and other spaces in 
the conservation area.

5.2.2 Impact on Glen Island House and Stables
Glen island house

As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of Glen Island House relates primarily to its fabric, 
particularly the architectural quality of its external envelope and the character of the principal 
rooms, as well as its historical associations. The contribution made to its significance by its setting 
is of secondary importance, and relates predominantly to those parts of its historic setting which 
remain to the south and west, and to a lesser degree to the north west, as well as the Stables to 
the north east; these are however all somewhat degraded from their late 19th century character. 
The house’s original context would have comprised ornamental gardens and lawns, and specimen 
trees, together with the drive around to the entrance front to the north past a lodge (no longer 
present) and the Stable Block. To the east were cottages that formed part of the mill complex. Today, 

however, the Portacabins immediately to the north, the huge industrial mill structures that replaced 
the mill cottages in the second half of the 20th century, and the large area of hard standing, notably 
detract.

Fabric

The Proposed Development would, under Application B, result in the conversion of Glen Island 
House into four dwellings. Externally, the works would involve the removal of the single-storey link 
range on the south side (together with the 19th century projection within it), the removal of the 
single-storey, late 20th century extension to the east, the removal of the Portacabins to the north, 
and the insertion of several new doors and windows. The leaking roof would be sympathetically 
repaired, and the façades conserved as appropriate. All new work to the exteriors would be carefully 
detailed and use matching materials. The external envelope would be enhanced by these works.

Internally, the existing building is arranged over two storeys, and is also divided into roughly equal 
family and service areas that are linked at a single point on each floor. In drawing up proposals for its 
conversion to flats, the original approach taken was to establish one flat on each floor in the former 
family half of the house and, similarly, one flat on each floor of the service wing. However, in light 
of English Heritage’s concerns in respect of the subdivision of the entrance hall that this approach 
necessitated, the scheme has been revised. Under the current proposals, the western, family half 
of the house would be subdivided vertically into two apartments, one making use of the existing 
principal staircase, and the other making use of the existing secondary staircase. The eastern, service 
wing house would be subdivided horizontally, the first-floor apartment being accessed via a third 
staircase inserted in place of a modern staircase that detracts. 

A certain amount of alteration is inevitable to accommodate the conversion, but this has been 
targeted wherever possible at areas of lower significance which are most able to accommodate 
change. Where change to more sensitive areas has been required, the proposals have been designed 
specifically to minimise the harm caused while providing the necessary subdivision to enable the 
considerable public benefit of bringing the listed building back into use, and securing its optimum 
viable use. The alterations to the more significant parts of the building have been designed in a way 
which would allow the historic fabric and plan-form to retain their legibility, and would also allow 
the building to be returned to single occupancy in the future should that be desired. Such changes 
include:

•	 the	slight	subdivision	of	the	first-floor	landing	and	the	closing-up	of	some	original	doorways	
to facilitate the division of the building into four discrete dwellings;

•	 the	subdivision	of	several	larger	rooms	and	insertion	of	doorways	to	provide	the	bathrooms	
necessary for modern living, which would be accomplished through the sensitive re-use or 
reproduction of original mouldings where appropriate, would leave the main internal features 
such as fireplaces intact, and would likewise be reversible should this be desired in future;

•	 the	removal	of	internal	walls	of	lesser	importance	to	enable	the	creation	of	workable	rooms	
within the former service areas of the house; and
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•	 the	 removal	 of	 the	modern	 superstructure	 in	 the	glazed	 southern	 link,	 together	with	 the	
lower parts of relatively minor significance. 

Setting

The proposed landscaping of the existing gardens would continue their open character as far as 
possible, allowing the house to maintain its wider visual role in respect of its riverside setting, and 
also allowing its architectural unity to remain clearly apparent. In addition to what was proposed 
in the previous scheme, following consultation with English Heritage and South Bucks DC the 
northern garden around the house has been further extended in order to retain more of its historic 
setting within the domestic curtilage of the listed building.

As detailed above, following refusal of the previous proposals for the Site, Jubilee Riverside North 
(which originally comprised three six-storey blocks) has been redesigned as two apartment blocks 
arranged over four and five storeys respectively, together with two short, three-storey terraces. At 
c.9m tall, the latter (‘Jubilee Terrace’ and ‘Jubilee Mews’) are intended to mediate between the taller 
blocks and Glen Island House and its former Stables, and to reduce the impact of Jubilee Riverside 
North on their setting. As well as their reduced scale, the terraces would have a more domestic, 
ancillary appearance that would not dominate the retained buildings, and would complement their 
Victorian character.

On balance, it is considered that the revised scheme would notably enhance the setting of the listed 
building:

•	 The	open	space	to	the	east	of	the	house	would	be	expanded	further	than	at	present,	and	
would also be greatly enhanced in visual terms. At present, the setting comprises concrete 
hard standing with a green plastic-roofed open shed, and then the derelict industrial building 
of low architectural merit, with unattractive corrugated cladding. The new landscaping 
would offer green space around the eastern side of the listed house, together with trees and 
a hedge, while beyond this would be high-quality hard surfacing. 

•	 The	 new	 terraces,	 and	 the	 apartment	 buildings	 beyond,	 would	 offer	 a	 much	 higher	
architectural quality than the existing industrial buildings. Terraced housing appears to have 
been a feature of this part of the Site at least as early as 1868, i.e. before the construction of 
Glen Island House, and the proposals here are therefore felt to represent an appropriate form 
of development in the extended setting of the listed building. The design of the terraces 
responds to, but would not compete with or diminish, the design clarity of the listed building. 
They would greatly improve upon the appearance of the existing mill complex, and also make 
the Stables much more apparent, thus enhancing their role in the setting of the main house. 

•	 The	 Stables	 would	 be	 renovated	 and	 visually	 enhanced,	 improving	 their	 role	 within	 the	
setting of the listed house.

•	 The	modern	 flat-roofed	 addition	 to	 Glen	 Island	 House	would	 be	 removed,	 as	 would	 the	
Portacabins, greatly improving its appearance when viewed from the east and north.

In summary, the restoration of the house and its grounds after decades of relatively unsympathetic 
office use would represent a considerable heritage benefit, and would weigh favourably against the 
relatively minor harm that the conversion entails.

Glen island Stables

As discussed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of the Stable Block relates primarily to its fabric, 
particularly the architectural quality of its external envelope, as well as its historical associations, 
although the 20th century alterations, including demolition of part of the east range, detract from 
its heritage value. The building undoubtedly derives some significance from the historical interest 
of its functional and spatial relationship with Glen Island House, but the contribution made by its 
setting to its significance is otherwise low. The temporary shed and tank immediately to the north, 
and the huge 20th century industrial structures to the south, notably detract.

Fabric

The Proposed Development would result in the conversion of the former Stable Block into four 
residential units. Externally, this would involve the reinstatement of the original southern projection 
of the east wing, some minor reconfiguration of the openings to the north and on the stable yard 
elevations, and the insertion of new door and window openings to the west. Internally, the works 
would involve the subdivision of the building into four discrete units, including the creation of a 
new mezzanine level in the range to the west.

Changes would be detailed appropriately and concentrated as much as possible in areas of low 
significance. Where change to more sensitive areas is required, such as the insertion of new 
openings in the external envelope, the impacts have been balanced against the public benefits 
of the proposal, specifically the benefits of bringing the building back into use and securing its 
optimum viable use. The alterations have been further refined following discussions with South 
Bucks DC over the previous Application scheme, and have been designed in a way which would 
allow the historic fabric, main interior spaces and plan-form to remain intelligible. The conversion 
of the double-height western range has been designed to allow the original volume of the space to 
remain legible at the southern end, by using a mezzanine gallery which will also allow the southern 
roof truss to be appreciated in its original setting. The proposals would thus have an acceptable 
impact upon the heritage value of the asset, when set against the benefits of putting the building 
to a long-term viable use.

Setting

The approach to this part of the Site has been to try to restore the massing of the original Stables by 
reinstating the arrangement of the original southern projection of the east wing, and to re-establish 
its formerly open setting to the south and south west to allow views into and out of the stable yard 
itself.

As noted above, following the refusal of Berkeley’s original proposals for the Site, Jubilee Riverside 
North has been redesigned, and under the current application the closest elements to the Stable 
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Block would comprise two short, three-storey terraces (‘Jubilee Terrace’ and ‘Jubilee Mews’). These 
would be set further back from the Stables than the existing mill buildings, allowing the whole of 
the Stable Block to be viewed from the south.Together with the greatly improved landscaping, this 
would enhance the setting of both historic buildings and improve the visual relationship between 
them. In concert with the quality of the wider landscape scheme, this would deliver significant 
heritage benefits that would outweigh any harm caused by the additional height (over the existing 
mill buildings) of the proposed apartment blocks further south.

5.2.3 Impact on the setting of Maidenhead Riverside Conservation 
Area
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area derives 
more than anything else from its Thames-side location, which provides unique views in and out, 
and encourages its continued use. Although more suburban in character than the eastern bank of 
the river, it too retains much of its turn-of-the-century character associated with the period when 
the area was a fashionable resort and an important river crossing; however, a large proportion of 
the buildings along the river directly opposite the Site are modern. The area includes the most 
significant surviving group of grand 18th century mansion houses within Maidenhead and also 
reflects a significant period of building in Maidenhead within the late 19th century and early 20th 
century. The area is extremely green, with large numbers of mature trees and bushes, and a number 
of important tree screens. The setting of the conservation area makes an important contribution to 
its significance, which is derived most of all from the Thames views on its eastern side.

Those elements of the Proposed Development considered to have the potential to affect the setting 
of the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area comprise: the two apartment blocks forming part 
of Jubilee Riverside North; the return of the historic buildings along the Taplow river frontage to 
their original residential use (including the landscaping of their former gardens); the replacement of 
the former Skindles building with a new restaurant and residential dwellings (all under Application 
A); and the proposed Thames Pedestrian bridge from Mill Island to Ray Mill Island (Application C). 
The proposed new offices, ‘boathouse’ and parking, although on the riverfront, would be screened 
by an existing eyot and would thus have a negligible effect.

Jubilee Riverside north

As the sectional drawings and verified views submitted as part of Application A show, the tops of 
the two apartment blocks of Jubilee Riverside North would sit below the tops of the nearby trees 
standing between them and the Thames. Thus, although the two apartment blocks would be higher 
than the existing mill structures, they would not be visible from ground level along the riverside 
walk on the Maidenhead side of the river and the adjacent Ray Mead Road (A4094). In consequence, 
the Proposed Development in this part of the Site would not have an appreciable impact upon the 
visual setting of the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area. 

Thames River Frontage – north

The Thames frontage in the northern part of the Site is characterised by historic buildings set 
amongst lawns and gardens (now much overgrown) forming open spaces along the river that 
are visible in views from the Maidenhead bank. The appearance of the Thames frontage would be 
enhanced by the return of these buildings to their original residential use, which would include their 
restoration as well as the removal of detracting 20th century accretions. It would further benefit 
from the landscaping of their former gardens to return them closer to their historic character as 
open lawns fringed by groups of trees.

As detailed above, Glen Island House would be carefully restored and converted to four apartments. 
Mill Island House would be fully restored and sympathetically extended to provide three dwellings, 
while retaining the character of the western frontage facing the river. As is discussed in more detail 
below, Dunloe Lodge would be reconstructed, essentially in facsimile externally but with some 
minor changes, to provide a single family residence. This would result in the general reinstatement 
of its historic appearance and visual role along the riverfront. These developments along the Taplow 
river frontage would enhance the wider setting of the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area.

Skindles Restaurant, houses & Gateway

The present Skindles building is visible from the Maidenhead bank, but its most prominent parts 
are essentially the product of post-war expansion and do not possess visual interest. On balance, 
therefore, given the poor architectural quality of these accretions and the dilapidated condition of 
the whole (including areas of visible collapse), the building, despite its historical interest, is felt to 
detract from the visual setting of the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area.

The architectural language of the proposed new restaurant and residential buildings has been 
conceived to be sympathetic to the historic character of the Taplow riverbank, bringing this part 
of the Site back into use, and restoring vitality to the riverside. The approach has been to adopt a 
restrained, astylar form for the restaurant building which draws on neo-classical influences. This 
is intended to allow the Grade I listed bridge to remain the star in river views, while being a polite 
neighbour to it (as well as to the diverse other styles and forms nearby). The loggia would be 
detailed with classically-inspired mouldings and columns, and would form a reticent but graceful 
feature on the riverside. The riverside houses would have ‘open’ gables to allude to the boathouse 
aesthetic, and they also draw upon the projecting bays and balconies common to older riverside 
properties. They would be faced in a traditional light coloured render (rather than a harsh modern 
finish), with pale brick to match the restaurant building. In addition, although there would be small 
areas of private open space attached to each unit, the area along the riverbank would be communal 
space which would restore the open lawn character which was mostly lost with the extensions to 
the existing Skindles building. Overall, the proposals for this area would notably enhance the visual 
setting of the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area, while respecting the historical associations 
of the riverside.
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Thames pedestrian Bridge

The proposed new pedestrian bridge between Mill Island and Ray Mill Island would land on the 
western riverbank just to the north of Boulter’s Restaurant (originally ‘Raymill House’), a 19th century 
building much remodelled in the late 20th century, and a little to the east of the surviving buildings 
of Ray Mead Mill, which have their origins in the 17th century but which have been extensively 
remodelled and rebuilt. These are identified in the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area Appraisal 
(2010:67) as important non-listed buildings. Their significance derives primarily from their historical 
interest, together with (in respect of their settings) their value as part of a group of historic buildings 
now centred around Boulter’s Lock to the west.

The proposed bridge would leave these aspects of the buildings’ significance unaffected, whilst 
adding to the attraction of this part of the conservation area by providing a new access across 
the Thames, better revealing the significance of both the Maidenhead and Taplow Riverside 
Conservation Areas. The design of the bridge has been revised (from that originally proposed under 
the refused scheme) to offer an improved, more graceful aesthetic that will enhance the character 
and appearance of this important location.

5.2.4 Impact on the setting of Maidenhead Bridge
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of the Grade I listed Maidenhead Bridge derives from 
the very high quality of its design and execution, but also from the fact that it carries an historically- 
and strategically-important highway (and former coaching route). Its setting makes a considerable 
contribution to its significance by virtue of the fact that it can be appreciated for a considerable 
distance from both the north and the south, and from the public gardens on the Maidenhead 
riverbank to the north west. The only element of the Proposed Development considered to have 
the potential to affect the setting of the bridge is the replacement of the former Skindles Hotel 
building with a new restaurant and residential dwellings.

As discussed above, the most prominent parts of the present Skindles building visible in views of 
and from the bridge are essentially the product of post-war expansion and do not possess visual 
interest. On balance, therefore, given the poor architectural quality of these accretions and the 
dilapidated condition of the whole, Skindles is felt to detract from the visual setting of Maidenhead 
Bridge.

The architectural language and materiality of the proposed new restaurant and residential 
buildings on the Skindles site, and the residential building on the eastern side of Mill Lane, have 
been conceived to be sympathetic to the historic uses and character of the Taplow riverbank and 
the bridge, bringing this part of the Site back into use, and restoring vitality to the river itself. At the 
same time, the buildings are intended to provide an appropriate marker for the Site and for this 
important bridging point without diminishing the prominence of the bridge. As discussed above, 
the approach has been to adopt a restrained, astylar form for the restaurant building which draws on 
neo-classical influences. This is intended to allow the bridge to remain the star in river views, while 

being a polite neighbour to it (as well as to the diverse other styles and forms nearby). The loggia 
would be detailed with classically-inspired mouldings and columns, and would form a reticent but 
graceful feature on the riverside. The two-storey boat house and open ground nearest to the bridge 
would be retained. Overall, therefore, the setting of the bridge would be enhanced.

5.2.5 Impact on the setting of Taplow Conservation Area
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of the Taplow Conservation Area derives from the 
area’s high level of architectural and historic interest, reflected in the relatively-large proportion of 
statutorily listed buildings, as well as the feeling of enclosure and seclusion created by the sloping 
site, narrow and winding streets, the closeness of buildings to the roads and the prevalence of 
boundary walls, hedges and trees. The conservation area’s setting of rural fields and the river plays an 
important supporting role in its significance. Taplow’s wooded hillside location makes a significant 
contribution to the character of the conservation area; while the terrain affects the views in, out and 
across the conservation area, and affords many properties a feeling of privacy and seclusion.

The topography and mature trees along the western side of the Taplow Conservation Area effectively 
screen the buildings and spaces within the conservation area (including Taplow Court) from the 
Site. The Proposed Development is thus likely to be visible only in very occasional glimpsed views 
from the conservation area, principally looking south west along its southern boundary from Mill 
Lane. Distance would ensure that the elements of the Proposed Development visible from here – 
Skindles Restaurant and neighbouring buildings; the senior living and shared-ownership complex; 
and perhaps part of Jubilee Riverside South – would have a negligible effect on the predominant 
character of the conservation area, and its secluded setting. The views westwards and southwards 
from the Saxon mound across and along the Jubilee and Thames Rivers, identified as important in 
the Taplow Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2007:9), are unlikely to take in any of the proposed 
new buildings.

5.2.6 Impact on the setting of Taplow Court
There has been a manor house on the site of Taplow Court since before the Norman Conquest, 
but the present house is the product of rebuilding by the Grenfell family in 1855 to designs by 
William Burn. The significance of the present house relates primarily to its fabric, but its setting – 
on a plateau high above the Thames, and set amongst the wider context of its extensive wooded 
grounds – makes a considerable contribution to that significance. The Site contributes little to the 
significance of the house, inasmuch as the steep escarpment and mature trees to the west mean 
that it is largely invisible from the plateau on which the house stands. The immediate setting of 
the house, defined by this plateau, would remain unchanged by the Proposed Development. The 
views westwards and southwards from the house are unlikely to take in any of the proposed new 
buildings.
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5.2.7 Impact on the setting of Taplow Court Registered Park and 
Garden
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of Taplow Court Registered Park and Garden derives 
essentially from its aesthetic and historical value as an early 18th century pleasure ground with 19th 
century formal gardens, surrounding the mid 19th century country house, Taplow Court. It derives 
some significance from its setting, high on a plateau above the Thames to the west of Taplow Village, 
with Maidenhead prominent in the views to the west and south west, and in consequence of lying 
towards the southern end of a series of designed landscapes, including Hedsor House, Cliveden 
and Berry Hill. Much of the park comprises the plateau on which stands Taplow Court, but it also 
extends westwards along the steep escarpment and cliffs above the Jubilee Relief River, down to 
the water itself.

The topography and mature tree cover along the park’s western boundary mean that the Site is 
largely invisible from most of the park, but there are direct views of the Site from the eastern bank of 
the Jubilee Relief River, the park’s western boundary (which does not have a visual relationship with 
the rest of the asset). Whilst the apartment blocks and terraces of Jubilee Riverside North and the 
houses of Jubilee Riverside South would be highly visible from here, they unquestionably represent 
a considerable improvement over the existing mill buildings, which notably detract. Their high-
quality design and landscaped spaces would raise the character of the riverside in contrast to the 
industrial sheds and silos. They would also offer views through to the gardens beyond, which would 
expand and enhance the setting of the east bank of the river. The setting of the Registered Park 
and Garden accounts for only a proportion of the significance of the area as a whole; the park is an 
extensive asset, and, whilst the Jubilee Riverside would deliver significant localised change to the 
asset’s setting, the magnitude of change to its setting as a whole would be low.

As with the Taplow Conservation Area, the Registered Park and Garden may afford very occasional 
glimpsed views south-westwards from Mill Lane along its southern boundary towards the Site. 
Distance would ensure that the elements of the Proposed Development visible from here – 
Skindles Restaurant and neighbouring buildings; the senior living and shared-ownership complex; 
and perhaps part of Jubilee Riverside South – would have a negligible effect on the setting of the 
Registered Park and Garden.

5.2.8 Impact on the setting of the scheduled monument
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of the scheduled monument relates primarily to its 
evidential value as an exceptional 7th century burial monument, together with the buried remains 
of an early Anglo-Saxon and later medieval church, and part of the pagan and Christian cemeteries 
surrounding these features. The monument’s setting – on a plateau high above the Thames, and set 
in the extensive wooded grounds of Taplow Court (which was preceded by a house pre-dating the 
Norman Conquest) – makes a considerable contribution to its significance, but this is very much of 
secondary importance compared to the evidential value of the remains themselves.

The immediate visual setting of the monument would be unchanged by the Proposed Development, 
and the views westwards and southwards from the burial mound across and along the Jubilee Relief 
and Thames Rivers, identified as important in the Taplow Conservation Area Character Appraisal 
(2007:9), are unlikely to take in any of the proposed new buildings.

5.2.9 Impact on the setting of Berry Hill Registered Park and 
Garden
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of Berry Hill Registered Park and Garden derives essentially 
from its aesthetic and historical value as an embodiment of the ‘English or natural style of garden 
design’, and the interest of its extensive artificial rockwork, some of it expressly constructed to hide 
the view of the gasworks to the west. It is of considerable associative historical value in consequence 
of the involvement of Robert Marnock and James Pulham.

The park derives some significance from its setting – open meadow to the west and agricultural 
to the east, with the village of Taplow to the north and Maidenhead prominent in the views down 
to the west and south-west – as well as in consequence of lying at the southern end of a series 
of designed landscapes, including Taplow Court, Cliveden and Hedsor House. Much of the park’s 
western boundary is planted with mature trees, ensuring limited intervisibility with that part of the 
Site to the west of the Jubilee Relief River.

The area of the Site immediately to the west would be kept as open meadow, retaining its historic 
character and providing a buffer to development to the west. Its wider setting to the west, beyond 
the Jubilee Relief River, has since at least 1970 comprised the hard landscaping and unsympathetic 
modern warehouses of the Severnside paper recycling operation; this area detracts. The Proposed 
Development would result in the development of this part of the Site – Jubilee Riverside South – 
with predominantly three-storey houses (in large part configured as 2½ storeys) inspired by the 
turn-of-the-century villas that characterise the wider area, together with further open meadow to 
the south. (It should also be noted that the height of the houses has been reduced – from those 
originally proposed under the refused scheme – from between 11.5 and 13.5m to below 9.5m, to 
comply with the Mill Lane SPD.) The setting of the Registered Park and Garden to the west would 
thus be improved.

5.3 Assessment of impacts on non-designated heritage assets

5.3.1 Impact on the Power House
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of the Power House relates primarily to the architectural 
interest of its external envelope, its high quality presumably the product of its proximity to Glen 
Island House. The contribution made to its significance by its setting is low, since, while the building’s 
role as part of the mill complex has important historical value, the appearance of the mill buildings 
is in large part the product of late 20th century rebuilding and alterations, including cladding to the 
upper parts, which detract from its surroundings.
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The Proposed Development would result in the conversion of the Power House into four residential 
apartments, involving the partial reconfiguration of the existing openings to the south, west and 
east, including the insertion of glazing, together with new door and window openings to the north. 
Internally, the building would be subdivided into four separate units, each with a mezzanine level 
accommodating gallery bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms and dressing rooms.

The detracting extensions at the building’s western end and north-eastern corner would be removed 
and the historic form of the external envelope would remain legible, and although it would clearly 
have been modified the changes would be sympathetic to its materials and character. Internally, 
the existing green faience dado tiling would be retained where practicable. The full height of the 
interior would remain legible in some areas due to the use of mezzanines, allowing this aspect of its 
significance to be appreciated. The overall impacts would be positive, as the building would be put 
to a long-term beneficial use in an appropriate manner that would sustain its role within the setting 
of the other historic buildings.

5.3.2 Impact on Mill Island House
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of Mill Island House relates most of all to the architectural 
interest of its external envelope (together with its early 19th century entrance and staircase), and 
the contribution it makes to the character and appearance of this part of the conservation area. The 
contribution made to its significance by its setting is derived primarily from its riverine context, and 
as one of a number of extant gentlemen’s villas erected along this stretch of the Thames.

The Proposed Development would result in the conversion of Mill Island House to provide 
three 3-bedroom residences. The works would involve the extension of the southern end of the 
building, the removal of the single-storey post-war buildings to the north, the provision of a sun 
room at the northern end, the insertion of a number of new door and window openings, and the 
reconfiguration/replacement of many of the largely-modern existing windows. Internally, there 
would be some modification of the plan-form through the closing up of a number of openings, and 
some subdivision.

Whilst there would be considerable change to the external envelope, the building is a simple 
and workmanlike design in stock brick and the alterations have been designed to accord with its 
existing character, while providing enhancements in some areas such as the replacement of the 
existing uPVC windows with ones of more sympathetic design. The character of the building is 
essentially informal and vernacular, with varied massing and bay treatments, such that the proposed 
extensions would not appear out of place. The interior changes would retain the more important 
features such as the main staircase and most historic mouldings of significance, and interventions 
would be targeted at areas of lower significance which are most able to accommodate them. The 
harm caused to existing fabric would therefore be exceeded by the public benefits of the proposal 
in bringing the building back into residential use and providing three family dwellings.

5.3.3 Impact on Mill Island Cottage
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of Mill Island Cottage relates primarily to the relatively 
modest architectural interest of the historic parts of its external envelope and the contribution it 
makes to the character and appearance of this part of the conservation area. The interiors have 
little heritage value. The contribution made to its significance by its setting is derived primarily from 
the historical value of its relationship with the mill complex to the east and Mill Island House to 
the south west, but the late 20th century alterations made to the former, including rebuilding and 
cladding to the upper parts, detract notably.

The Proposed Development would result in the conversion of Mill Island Cottage into a single 
three-bedroom residence, including the partial rebuilding and extension eastwards of the eastern 
side of the house, the replacement of the narrow staircase/corridor element to the rear with a new 
northern range, and the provision of a garden.

The historic form of the more important areas of the external envelope would remain legible, while 
the modifications would be clearly apparent but also sympathetic in character. The alterations 
would ensure that the fundamental historic character of the cottage is not lost, whilst providing 
a more coherent, pleasing and appropriate dwelling than at present. The return of the building to 
its original residential use, in a manner that ensures the conservation of its more important historic 
fabric as well as its viability as a dwelling in the long term, represents a positive heritage benefit.

5.3.4 Impact on Dunloe Lodge
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of Dunloe Lodge relates primarily to the architectural 
interest of its external envelope, and the contribution that it makes to the character and appearance 
of this part of the conservation area as one of the gentlemen’s villas erected along this stretch of the 
Thames. The contribution made to its significance by its setting is derived primarily from its riverine 
context, since the grounds are now heavily overgrown and difficult to appreciate.

The Proposed Development would result in the reconstruction of Dunloe Lodge, essentially in 
facsimile externally but with some minor changes, to provide a single family residence. The existing 
building is beyond repair from fire damage and neglect. It has been exposed to the weather for 
many years and is now too dangerous to inspect. The proposed reconstruction would require the 
rebuilding of all elements including the characteristic chimneystacks, as it is impossible to guarantee 
the structural integrity of the existing remains; if incorporated into the new building with its different 
foundations and structure, differential settlement and long-term structural problems would occur.

The Scheme would result in the general reinstatement of the historic appearance and visual role 
of Dunloe Lodge along the riverfront, as well as re-establishing its original single family residential 
use, and securing the restoration of its grounds. Thus although the present building will have been 
wholly reconstructed, its visual character and role within its surroundings will ultimately have been 
maintained and enhanced. Given the impossibility of retaining and reusing the existing building, 
the proposals represent the most historically-sensitive approach possible.
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5.3.5 Impact on No. 5 Mill Lane
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of No. 5 Mill Lane relates primarily to the architectural 
interest of its external envelope and the contribution it makes to the character and appearance of 
this part of the conservation area. The modest interiors have been considerably altered in the past 
and are now derelict. The contribution made to its significance by its setting is derived primarily 
from its value as part of a group of historic buildings in this part of the conservation area, including 
Skindles to the south and Mallard’s Reach to the north.

The Proposed Development would result in the restoration of 5 Mill Lane as a 4-bedroom single 
family dwelling. The historic form of the building would be largely conserved and in some areas 
enhanced. The works would involve the addition of a balcony to the riverside elevation (west), 
together with the unblocking of door and window openings, whilst internally there would be some 
minor reconfiguration of the plan. The full restoration of the building, and its return to its original 
residential use, represent positive heritage benefits.

5.3.6 Impact on Skindles
As detailed in Chapter 3.0, the significance of Skindles relates primarily to its historical interest; 
its architectural value has been much compromised by modern alterations and accretions. The 
secondary contribution made to its significance by its setting is derived primarily from its value as 
part of a group of historic buildings in this part of the conservation area, including No. 5 Mill Lane 
to the north.

The Proposed Development would result in the demolition of the present Skindles building, which 
is extremely dilapidated and dangerous to enter, and its replacement with a new restaurant to the 
south and a separate residential range to the north. A further residential building to the east would 
mirror the restaurant, re-establishing the historic duality of the old Skindles Hotel, which formerly 
occupied buildings on both sides of the road and defined the entrance to the lane. The restrained, 
classical language adopted for the new buildings would enhance the setting of the adjacent Grade I 
listed Maidenhead Bridge without competing with it, whilst the riverside houses to the north would 
have ‘open’ gables to allude to the boathouse aesthetic, also drawing upon the projecting bays and 
balconies common to older riverside properties. Each dwelling would be provided with a small area 
of private space, opening onto a communal riverside garden which would restore the open lawn 
character that was mostly lost with the extensions to the existing Skindles building.

The loss of Skindles is considered acceptable when set against the enhancement of the conservation 
area that the new buildings would deliver, together with the improvement to the settings of the 
Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area and Maidenhead Bridge, the re-establishment of the 
historic duality of Skindles on both sides of Mill Lane, the return of this part of the Site to a sustainable 
use, and the re-animation of the waterfront.

5.4 Summary
The Site presents a major opportunity to enhance the northern zone of the Taplow Riverside 
Conservation Area. The character of the conservation area derives primarily from the period 
when the area was a fashionable riverside resort, but its special interest has been diminished by 
the relatively-unsympathetic use of the detached late-Victorian and Edwardian villas as offices, 
together with the modern alterations and additions made to them; the dominance of the buildings 
of the modern mill, which detract from the character and appearance of the conservation area and 
the settings of several historic buildings; the modern alterations and accretions to Skindles and its 
subsequent dereliction; and the abandonment and unkempt appearance of several areas within 
the conservation area and beyond its boundary.

Considered as a whole, the Proposed Development represents a considerable enhancement of the 
character, appearance and setting of the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area through:

•	 the	return	of	the	historic	villas	to	their	original	residential	use,	 including	their	sympathetic	
restoration, the removal of detracting accretions and the landscaping of their former gardens 
to return them closer to their historic character;

•	 the	replacement	of	the	detracting	mill	structures	with	high-quality	residential	buildings	of	
a more appropriate character, reducing the footprint of development and opening up new 
views, together with greatly enhanced landscaping in the setting of the Grade II listed Glen 
Island House and its Stable Block;

•	 the	 rebuilding	of	 the	derelict	 Skindles	 site	with	 residential	 and	 restaurant	buildings	of	 an	
appropriate character, re-animating the waterfront and re-establishing the historic duality of 
Skindles on both sides of Mill Lane;

•	 the	 development	 of	 the	 detracting	 Severnside	 area	 with	 high-quality	 new	 residential	
dwellings;

•	 the	creation	of	high-quality	new	senior	living	and	shared-ownership	dwellings;	and

•	 the	enhancement	of,	and	provision	of	public	access	to,	the	meadows	in	the	south-eastern	
and northern parts of the Site, together with a new pedestrian bridge to Boulter’s Lock, thus 
encouraging much greater public use and appreciation of the riverside and other spaces in 
the conservation area. 

In the terms of the NPPF, the Proposed Development represents, at worst, ‘less than substantial 
harm’ to the significance of the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area. The minor harm that might 
result from some aspects of the scheme would be more than outweighed by the public benefits of 
the scheme as a whole.

Reflecting paragraph 7 of the NPPF, these benefits would be economic, social and environmental. 
In respect of economic benefits, the restaurant, senior living dwellings and offices would re-provide 
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employment on the Site, whilst the provision of housing would attract income to the wider area. The 
principal social benefit of the Proposed Development would be its delivery of much-needed new 
housing, but it would also enhance the vibrancy of the local community. In terms of environmental 
benefits, the Proposed Development would make effective use of brownfield land in a sustainable 
location close to existing settlements with established infrastructure, support the transition to a 
low-carbon future through the return to use of existing buildings, provide for enhancements in 
respect of biodiversity and flood mitigation, and, as detailed in this report, conserve the Site’s 
heritage assets, and the settings of those beyond the Site boundary, in a manner appropriate to 
their significance.

The restoration of Glen Island House and its Stables after decades of relatively unsympathetic office 
use would represent a considerable heritage benefit, and would weigh favourably against the 
relatively minor alterations to fabric that the conversions would entail. The proposed residential 
blocks of Jubilee Riverside North represent a considerable improvement over the existing mill 
buildings; taken together with their siting (set further back from the house and Stables), massing (the 
two terraces mediating between the taller apartment blocks and the historic buildings), and greatly 
improved landscaping, this would enhance the setting of both historic buildings, and improve the 
visual relationship between them. The ‘less than substantial harm’ to the significance of Glen Island 
House and its Stables that might be perceived in some aspects of the proposals would be more 
than outweighed by the benefits of bringing the buildings back into use, enhancing their landscape 
settings and securing their optimum viable use.

Similarly, the return to residential use of Mill Island House, Mill Island Cottage and No. 5 Mill Lane, 
and the conversion to residential use of the Power House, all represent considerable heritage 
benefits. All of these buildings would be conserved and brought into sustainable and beneficial 
long-term uses, and their settings would be much improved.

Dunloe Lodge is beyond repair, but its reconstruction would result in the general reinstatement 
of its historic appearance and visual role along the riverfront, as well as re-establishing its original 
single family residential use, and securing the restoration of its grounds.

The Proposed Development would introduce some change to the setting of the Maidenhead 
Riverside Conservation Area. The rebuilding of the derelict Skindles site with the proposed 
residential and restaurant buildings would notably enhance the visual setting of the conservation 
area, while respecting the historical associations of the riverside. The restoration and return to use 
of the historic villas along the Taplow river frontage, including the landscaping of their former 
gardens, would also enhance the setting of the Maidenhead bank. The proposed new pedestrian 
bridge would add to the attraction of the Boulter’s Lock part of the conservation area by providing a 
new access across the Thames, allowing wider public access and better revealing the significance of 
both conservation areas. Although the proposed Jubilee Riverside North apartment blocks would 
be higher than the existing mill buildings, their tops would sit below the treeline when viewed 
from ground level on the Maidenhead side of the river, and be hard to pick out through the winter 
tree cover. The Proposed Development in this part of the Site would consequently not have an 
appreciable impact upon the visual setting of the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area.

The rebuilding of the derelict Skindles site with the proposed residential and restaurant buildings 
would enhance the setting of the Grade I listed Maidenhead Bridge.

The Proposed Development would have a negligible impact on the settings of the listed Taplow 
Court, Taplow Conservation Area and the scheduled monument.

The setting of the Taplow Court Registered Park and Garden would be affected inasmuch as the 
existing mill buildings, which notably detract, would be replaced with high-quality residential 
buildings of a more appropriate character. Furthermore, although these building would be highly 
visible from the park’s western boundary, this part of the park does not have a visual relationship 
with the rest of the asset, and accounts for only a limited proportion of the significance of the area 
as a whole. Thus, the magnitude of change to its setting as a whole would be low.

Much of the western boundary of Berry Hill Registered Park and Garden is planted with mature 
trees, ensuring limited intervisibility with the Site. The removal of detracting elements within the 
views westwards from the park and their replacement with high-quality residential buildings of an 
appropriate character would deliver a modest enhancement to the setting of the area.

In the terms of the NPPF, the Proposed Development represents, at worst, ‘less than substantial 
harm’ to the significance of the designated and non-designated heritage assets discussed here. The 
minor harm that might result from some aspects of the scheme would be more than outweighed 
by the public benefits of the scheme as a whole.

The Proposed Development is also in accordance with policies L4 and C1 of the South Bucks District 
Plan (adopted 1999, consolidated 2011), Core Policy 8 and the heritage requirements of Core Policy 
15 of the South Bucks Local Development Framework: Core Strategy (adopted 2011), and the heritage 
requirements of the Mill Lane Taplow Supplementary Planning Document (2013).
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6.0 Conclusion

The design of the Proposed Development has been revised to address the concerns of South 
Buckinghamshire District Council and English Heritage. In particular, Jubilee Riverside North (which 
under the original proposals comprised three 6-storey apartment blocks) has been reconfigured 
as two apartment blocks, of four and five storeys respectively, together with two short three-
storey terraces, thus reducing its impacts on the character and appearance of the Taplow Riverside 
Conservation Area, on the setting of the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area, and on the 
setting of the listed Glen Island House and its Stable Block. In addition, the proposed alterations to 
Glen Island House have been revised to address English Heritage’s concerns about the subdivision 
of the entrance hall. The heights of many of the proposed new buildings have been reduced across 
the Site, and their designs revised to further accord with the prevailing architectural styles found in 
the area. The conservation-led proposals would:

•	 respect	and	enhance	the	setting	of	the	Grade	I	listed	Maidenhead	Bridge,	and	make	a	positive	
contribution to the Taplow Riverside and Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Areas;

•	 result	in	the	restoration	and	beneficial	reuse	of	the	Grade	II	listed	Glen	Island	House	and	the	
enhancement of its setting;

•	 provide	 for	 a	 sensitively-designed	 footbridge	 over	 the	 Thames,	 ensuring	 that	 it	 makes	 a	
positive contribution to the Taplow Riverside and Maidenhead Riverside Conservation 
Areas; 

•	 preserve	and	enhance	views	to	and	from	Maidenhead	Bridge,	Taplow	Riverside	Conservation	
Area, Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area and Taplow Court; and

•	 as	detailed	 in	the	separate	Archaeological	Desk-Based	Assessment,	 identify	archaeological	
remains, and recognise and conserve their significance.

Skindles is identified as a significant building in the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area. However, 
it is considered that its significance relates primarily to its historical interest; its architectural value 
has been much compromised by modern alterations and accretions, and in terms of visual aspects it 
detracts from the character and appearance of the Taplow Riverside Conservation Area, the setting of 
the Maidenhead Riverside Conservation Area and the setting of Maidenhead Bridge. The proposed 
new restaurant and residential buildings have been conceived to be sympathetic to the historic 
character of the Taplow riverbank, and would enhance the settings of these heritage assets.

Mill Island House would be extended to provide three 3-bedroom dwellings. Whilst this would result 
in considerable change to the building’s external envelope, the alterations have been designed to 
accord with its existing character, and its setting would be enhanced.

Dunloe Lodge is beyond repair, and its proposed reconstruction would result in the general 
reinstatement of its historic appearance and visual role along the riverfront, together with the 
restoration of its grounds. Given the impossibility of retaining and reusing the existing building, the 
proposals represent the most historically sensitive approach possible.

Driftwood Cottage and the Old Boathouse are outside the Site boundary, and their fabric would not 
be affected. The settings of these buildings would undergo some change, but the proposals are not 
considered to represent harm to their significance.

In addition, the Proposed Development would:

•	 result	 in	 the	 restoration	 of	 the	 Power	 House,	 Mill	 Island	 Cottage	 and	 No.	 5	 Mill	 Lane	 to	
sustainable and beneficial long-term uses, and result in the enhancement of their settings;

•	 cause	no	harm	to	the	settings	of	Taplow	Court	and	Berry	Hill	Registered	Parks	and	Gardens;	
and

•	 leave	 the	 visual	 setting	 of	 the	 scheduled	 monument	 in	 the	 grounds	 of	 Taplow	 Court	
unchanged. 

On balance, in the terms of the NPPF, the Proposed Development is considered to represent, at 
worst, ‘less than substantial harm’ to the significance of the designated and non-designated 
heritage assets within the Site and beyond its boundary. The minor harm that might result from 
some aspects of the Proposed Development would be more than outweighed by the considerable 
economic, social and environmental benefits of the scheme as a whole.
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Appendix 1:  
Glen Island House List Description
name: GLEN ISLAND HOUSE 
list entry number: 1392491 
location: GLEN ISLAND HOUSE, MILL LANE
County: Buckinghamshire
district: South Bucks
district Type: District Authority
parish: Taplow
Grade: II
date first listed: 10-Nov-2006 

details:

TAPLOW
411/0/10067 MILL LANE
10-NOV-06 Glen Island House 
II

Gentleman’s residence of 1869 and 1884; no known architect.

MATERIALS: Buff brick, stone detailing, red tile roofs

EXTERIOR: Glen Island House was built in 1869 and extended in an identical style in 1884 when a wing 
to the east with billiard room and bedrooms over was added. Facing south, with views west across 
the Thames to Maidenhead, it is a two-storey buff brick and stone house which uses an irregular 
plan and composition together with features like full-height canted bays, mullion and transom 
windows, turrets, fretted bargeboards, half-dormers, and tall brick ridge and lateral chimneys to 
create a picturesque effect. Independent access to the two parts of the house was facilitated in the 
later C20 by the construction of a short single-storey entrance or link on the south front.

The original entrance front to the north is plainer than the other elevations, with a large, two-storey 
porch to the right of centre and a polygonal stair turret to the left whose conical roof rises above 
the general roof line. An iron dial indicates the water level in the house’s tanks. The main elevations 
are to the west and the long garden front to the south. These have identical two-storey canted bays 
under projecting barge-boarded gables, one to the west and three to the south (two to the 1869 
house, linked by an open veranda, and one to the 1884 part). The bays display monograms and the 
house’s dates of construction. The west end also has a single-storey, straight-sided bay window 
almost wholly taken up with a mullion and transom window. This window is echoed by the annexe 
to the billiard room which projects from the east side of the house, which is otherwise dominated 
visually by a row of four half-dormer windows and by the full gable at its right end. Attached to this 
corner of the house is a short single-story range, part of the house’s former service rooms.

INTERIOR: The west (1869) half of the house contains a large, double-height, staircase hall with 
panelling to picture rail level, a C17-style fireplace, and foliate plaster frieze; off this the two main 
living rooms open to the west, overlooking the river. Both these rooms have heavily carved C17-
style fireplaces and like the other rooms retain their original woodwork including doors, skirting 
boards and window shutters. In the C20 these living rooms have been partly knocked through. Also 
opening off the hall is a south-facing reception room with heavy fireplace and decorative plaster 
cornice, and the south-facing former dining room, which also has a heavily carved fireplace, built-
in sideboard, and ornate plaster cornice to its ceiling. The billiard room which occupies the south 
part of the east wing has dado panelling and in its east, or end, bay there is fireplace with coloured 
tiles depicting Mother Hubbard and Taffy the Welshman. Above the fireplace is a window with 
stained glass depictions of the Palmer arms and the monograms of Sir Henry and Lady Palmer. 
Opening eastward of the billiard room is a small panelled annexe, perhaps a smoking room. Behind 
the billiard room is a secondary staircase with stone cantilever stair with cast-iron balustrade and 
ramped oak stair rail.

The main staircase has spiral-twist balusters and panelled newell posts with finials. Upstairs 
although the rooms have been converted to offices the general plan form survives along with most 
woodwork (doors, skirting boards) and plaster cornices.

HISTORY: Glen Island House stands on the east bank of the River Thames, opposite Maidenhead. It 
was built in 1869 for a local worthy, Lt. Gen. Sir Roger William Henry Palmer, Bart. (d.1910), a major 
Irish landowner, who had fought in several of the major battles of the Crimean War (participating 
in the charge of the Light Brigade), and who later in life when resident at Glen Island was active in 
many Thames-side activities. In 1884 he had Glen Island House extended to the east in an identical 
style, doubling its size to create something akin to a small country house. The house stood north of 
Taplow paper mill, which in the mid C20 was greatly enlarged. The house has been used for many 
years as offices for the paper mill company.

SOURCES: Who Was Who, sv Palmer, Sir R.W.H. 

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANCE: Glen Island House, a Thames-side gentleman’s residence, was built 
in 1869 and extended in a similar style in 1884 when a wing to the east with billiard room and 
bedrooms over was added. Although gentlemens’ residences were a common type of building, Glen 
Island House stands out as a very good example of the genre - especially on the Thames - through 
the overall attention to detail both externally and internally, where the quality and decoration of 
some of the fittings verges on the opulent. It survives in good, and little-altered condition. The 
40-year residence of its original owner Lt. Gen. Sir W.H. Palmer - at the time a man of considerable 
renown - adds to its interest. It survives in good, and little-altered condition.
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